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Consider yourselves as comprising a network of m individuals in this room.

Suppose you have a real number which you  text to  your neighbors.

Take your neighbors to be those you like  in the room  within 2 meters of you.

Of course there  may be people here who like other individuals in the room but the
feeling is not reciprocal so neighbor relations  may not be symmetric.

Suppose the directed graph characterizing neighbor relations is strongly connected.

Suppose that right now your number happens to  equal the average
of  the numbers  all of your neighbors texted to you.

Suppose that this is true for everybody.

Everybody in the room has the same number!

Why is this true?

Emergent Behavior

Emergent behavior:

Suppose that  everybody in the room does this.



Then  for each individual i there must be a row vector ci of nonnegative numbers 
whose sum equals 1 such that   xi = cix

Thus   x = Cx

where C is that m£m matrix whose ith row is ci.  

Since C is non-negative valued with row sums all equal 1, C must be stochastic. 
Moreover x must be an eigenvector with eigenvalue 1.  

Since the associated graph is strongly connected,  the Perron-Frobenius Theorem
tells us that x must be a scalar multiple of the m - vector of all 1’s.
Thus all xi must be equal!

The answer

Suppose there are m people in the room, each with a distinct integer label. 
Let xi be  the number belonging to individual i and let 

be the m-vector of a such numbers.



Algorithm: From time to time reset your xi to equal to the average of the current xj of all 
of your current neighbors and text  this new number to your neighbors.

Works even if you are walking around the room  and thus changing your neighbors
over time, just so long as the neighbor graph remains strongly connected.

Works even if the times at which you change your xi are not synchronized with the
times at which others in the room change theirs.

Works even if  the graph is  not strongly connected and one individual {say Shaoshuai} 
refuses to listen to anyone and consequently has no neighbors just so long as the 
corresponding neighbor graph contains a spanning tree rooted at Shaoshuai’s vertex.

Works even if Martin Corless adopts Shaoshuai’s behavior and Shaoshuai chooses to 
conform  and listen to his neighbors 

Under any of the preceding conditions, an emergent state, namely a consensus, 
will be reached exponentially fast.

An algorithm for attaining such an emergent state

........ which of course is unlikely.

Keep doing this over and over  until eventually all numbers stop changing. Done!



Using Consensus to Solve a Linear Equation in a Distributed Way

Assume as before a network of m agents



Each agent knows a pair of real matrices 

Time is discrete:  t 2 {1,2,...}

stores an n£1 state vector xi(t)  which it can update.

receives the state vectors xj(t), j 2 Ni (t),  of each of its current neighbors   

At time t each agent  

Standing assumption: At least one solution to the equation Ax = b exists where

The Problem

There are no other assumptions  about the Ai and bi

Problem:  Devise local update rules which will cause all m agents to iteratively 
arrive at  the same solution  to Ax = b

knows nothing more

Set of  labels of agent i’s neighbors at time t



Another emergent behavior 

Suppose that:

Suppose also that all xi are equal.

Then:

where

Therefore  we want each  agent to solve its own private equation and want at 
the same time for  all agents  to reach a consensus. 



The Approach  

Choose xi(1):

Let: 

where: 

Then:     

Would like to choose 
ui(t) so that :

But can’t  because:

So choose ui(t) so that: 

standard consensus
update rule based on
averaging

labels of agent i’s neighborsnumber of  labels in Ni(t)



The Approach  

Choose xi(1):

Let: 

where: 

So choose ui(t) so that: 

Pi = the orthogonal projection on ker Ai = image Ki



Choose xi(1):

Pi = the orthogonal projection on ker Ai

The Algorithm



Choose xi(1):

Pi = the orthogonal projection on ker Ai

The Algorithm

New Algorithm

Suppose for simplicity that each Ai has linearly independent rows.

Can avoid this



ri

agent i

neighbors of
agent i

Each agent is a neighbor of itself

Each agent has its own reception radius ri

So neighbor relations are not symmetric.

m > 1 agents  with labels 1,2,.... m

Ni (t) = the set of labels of agent i’s neighbors at time t, including itself 

The Network



The Problem
Each agent i knows a (possibly nonlinear) map 

Each agent i generates a  state xi(t) 2 Rn which is its current estimate of y.

Suppose the Mi have  at least one common fixed point y; that is

Problem: Devise a distributed  recursive algorithm which  enables  all m 
agents  to  asymptotically  compute  the same common fixed point of the Mi.

Each agent i receives the state xj(t)  of each of its current neighbors  j 2 Ni (t).



Suppose one wants to develop a distributed algorithm which enables each agent 
in the aformentioned network to iteratively arrive at the same solution y to Ax = b where 

assuming that each agent i knows a pair of real matrices                           ,  that 
Ax = b has at least one solution y, and that rank Ai = ni

Motivating Problem

Each Mi is a “paracontraction” with respect to the 2-norm



Paracontraction

is a paracontraction with respect to a given  norm ||¢||   on Rn 

if it is continuous and

for all y 2 Rn  satisfying  M(y) = y and all x 2 Rn satisfying  M(x) ≠ x

Thus if M is a paracontraction and x is not a fixed point,  then M(x)  is “closer” to the 
set of fixed points

than  x was.



Can be used to find a vector in the intersection of m closed convex sets.

C = closed convex set

Fixed points of M are vectors in C

Paracontraction
Example

Orthogonal Projection

C2

C1

C1ÅC2

w/r ||¢ ||2



x

J1(x)
J2(x)

Paracontraction
Example

Proximal Map

Fixed points of M = vectors which minimize J
Can be used to find a common minimizing point of m convex and differentiable 
functions, assuming such a minimizing point exists.

convex and closed   

w/r ||¢ ||2



convex and differentiable  

x

J1(x)
J2(x)

Fixed points of M = vectors which minimize J
Can be used to find a common minimizing point of m convex and differentiable 
functions, assuming such a minimizing point exists.

Paracontraction
Example

Gradient Decent

Lipschitz continuous with constant ¸

w/r ||¢ ||2



The set of fixed points of M is equal to the set of fixed points of N

Paracontraction
Example

Average relaxed mapping

N: Rn  ! Rn = nonexpansive in the 2- norm

w/r ||¢ ||2



The Problem {again}

Common fixed point  y:

Problem: Devise a distributed  recursive algorithm which  enables  all m 
agents  to  asymptotically  compute  the same common fixed point of the Mi.

Agent i knows Mi and receives the state xj(t)  of each of its current neighbors  j 2 Ni (t).

Paracontractions:

Agent i has a state xi(t) which is to be its current estimate of a common fixed point.



The Algorithm

labels of agent i’s neighbors

number of labels in Ni (t)

Generalization:

Require that for each i and j, and all t ¸ 1,  wij (t) 2 Wij = finite set 



Neighbor Graph

G = all directed graphs with vertex set V = {1,2,…,m}

N(t) = graph in G with an arc from j to i whenever j 2 Ni(t),   i 2 {1,2,…,m}

7

4

1

3

5

2

6

(1,2) j
i

j is a neighbor of i



Main Result

Suppose that for some finite integer p > 1, the maps M1 ,M2, ...., Mm are all paracontractions
with respect to the  same norm  ||¢ ||p and,  in addition, that the Mi all share at least one 
common  fixed point.  Then for any  sequence of strongly connected neighbor graph N(t),  t¸ 1, 
all xi(t) converge to the same point as t ! 1, and this point is a fixed point of all of the Mi. 

This result also holds if the sequence of neighbor graphs N(t), t ¸ 1,  is “repeatedly jointly 
strongly connected.”

Repeatedly jointly strongly connected means that for some finite integer T > 0, the union of
each successive  sub-sequence of  T graphs  in the sequence N(t), t¸ 1,  is strongly connected.

This result also holds if the agents do not share a common clock and updates are performed
asynchronously.   {CDC 2016} 



Combining the Update Equations

flocking matrix: =  m£m stochastic matrix

inverse of the diagonal matrix
of in-degrees of  N‘s vertices

transpose of N‘s 
adjacency matrix

Kronecker product 

n£n identity matrix



Change of variables

Using the assumed continuity of the Mi, can easily verify that all zi(t) converge to a common 
fixed  point of the Mi iff all xi(t) converge to the same common fixed point

St 2 S =  finite set of stochastic matrices



Fixed Points

if  the graph of S is strongly connected

So if all the St have strongly connected graphs, 



Composed maps

Elsner, Koltracht, Neumann (1992):

Suppose P is a finite set of paracontractions P : Rmn ! Rmn with respect to some norm on Rmn.
Suppose the paracontractions share a common  fixed point.  Then the  state of the iteration

converges to a common fixed point of those paracontractions  in P which occur in the 
infinite sequence    P1, P2, ... Pt, ......   infinitely often.

composition

So if all the St have strongly connected graphs, 

Since                                      is an infinite sequence and there are only a finite number of 
distinct                           there must be a positive number of them which occur infinitely often.  

But all                        have the same set of fixed points if all St have strongly connected graphs.



Composed maps

Elsner, Koltracht, Neumann (1992):

Suppose P is a finite set of paracontractions P : Rmn ! Rmn with respect to some norm on Rmn.
Suppose the paracontractions share a common  fixed point.  Then the  state of the iteration

converges to a common fixed point of the paracontractions which occur in the sequence
Pt, t ¸ 1, infinitely often.

composition

So if  all St have strongly connected graphs, to use the Elsner Theorem  it is sufficient  to find 
an appropriate norm on Rmn and to show that  each                      is a  paracontraction with  
respect to this norm 
So if all the St have strongly connected graphs, 



Composed maps

Elsner, Koltracht, Neumann (1992):

Suppose P is a finite set of paracontractions P : Rmn ! Rmn with respect to some norm on Rmn.
Suppose the paracontractions share a common  fixed point.  Then the  state of the iteration

converges to a common fixed point of the paracontractions which occur in the sequence
Pt, t ¸ 1, infinitely often.

composition

Mixed vector norm:

So if  all St have strongly connected graphs, to use the Elsner Theorem  it is sufficient  to find 
an appropriate norm on Rmn and to show that  each                      is a  paracontraction with  
respect to this norm 



Composed maps

If each Mi is a paracontraction w/r ||¢ ||2 and the Mi share a common fixed point, then
M is a paracontraction w/r  ||¢||2,2

If St is doubly stochastic with a strongly connected  graph and positive diagonals,  then              
is a paracontraction w/r ||¢||2,2

Thus convergence is achieved if each Mi is a paracontraction w/r ||¢||2 and each St comes from 
a finite set and is doubly stochastic with a strongly connected graph and positive diagonals.

Mixed vector norm:

Therefore under these conditions each                     is a paracontraction w/r ||¢ ||2,2

So if  all St have strongly connected graphs, to use the Elsner Theorem  it is sufficient  to find 
an appropriate norm on Rmn and to show that  each                      is a  paracontraction with  
respect to this norm 



Composed maps

If St is stochastic with a complete graph, and 1< p < 1, then              is a paracontraction 
w/r ||¢||p,1

Mixed vector norm:

If in addition,  each Mi is a paracontraction w/r ||¢ ||p and the Mi share a common fixed
point,  then                          paracontraction w/r  ||¢||p,1

Thus convergence is achieved if each Mi is a paracontraction w/r ||¢||p , if each each St
comes from a finite set, and is  a positive stochastic matrix. 

So if  all St have strongly connected graphs, to use the Elsner Theorem  it is sufficient  to find 
an appropriate norm on Rmn and to show that  each                      is a  paracontraction with  
respect to this norm 











Application:  Distributed Estimation



Joint observability: is an observable pair

Process

Objective: Devise a family of m estimators, one for each agent, whose outputs xi, 
i 2 {1,2,...,m} are all asymptotically correct estimates of x

Agent i generates estimate xi as the output  of an ni - dimensional linear
system with state zi

To assume that each (Ci, A) is observable (or detectable) trivializes the problem

n - dimensional
Agent i knows  Ci and
A and measures yi



Process

Objective: Devise a family of m estimators, one for each agent, whose outputs xi, 
i 2 {1,2,...,m} are all asymptotically correct estimates of x

Agent i generates estimate xi as the output  of an ni - dimensional linear
system with state zi

Agent i broadcasts  its state zi and measurement  yi

zi yi

zj j 2 Ni

yj j 2 Ni

estimator i
xi ¼ x

n - dimensional

Cannot be used with 
time-varying graphs

Not resilient

Limitations:



n - dimensional

First construct a “classical observer” for each agent i which is capable of correctly 
estimating that “part of the process state” which is observable to agent i:

Local Observer for Agent i

Let Li be any ni£n matrix for which 

Let                 be the unique pair of matrices which satisfy the linear equations

and note that    is an observable pair. 

Cooose Ki to make the convergence rate of                      as large as desired.

Local observer i:

Estimation error: satisfies

Hybrid Estimator =local observers and local 
parameter estimators



Estimation error: satisfies

So why not pick a set of “event times”  t1, t2,  ........., and at ¿ units prior to each event
time try to estimate the “parameter”  pj where

since x(tj - ¿) is the unique solution to these equations?

Then use the ith such estimate zi to update agent i’s estimate of x(tj) as

Because of joint observability:  

Do the estimation by using the linear paracontraction discussed earlier  to iterating  q times
on the equations



Hybrid Estimator

¿ ¿ ¿¿¿¿
T T T T TT

Event times: 0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6

xi = agent i’s estimate of  x

Between event times:

At event time tj: zi(q) = agent i’s estimate of x(tj - ¿)

Local parameter estimator i: iterates q times

Number of labels in Ni(¿k)



Resilience

By a resilient algorithm for a distributed process is meant an algorithm which, by exploiting
built-in network and data redundancies, is able to continue to function correctly in the face 
of abrupt changes in the number of nodes and edges in the inter-agent communication graph 
upon which the algorithm depends.

Such changes might arise as a result of a network communication failure, a component failure, 
a sensor temporarily being put to sleep to conserve energy, or even possibly a malicious attack

Distributed estimators which are linear time-invariant systems are not resilient. 

It is easy to see that the hybrid estimator just described, is.



Simulations

System:   unstable 4-dimensional  with eigenvalues at 0, 0 , .1 +j2, and .1 – j2

4 agent channels

redundently jointly observable – remains jointly observable if one agent dies.

Redundant  strongly connected 

Remains stronly connected if 
any one vertex is removed.

1
1
1

3
1
1

2
1
1

4
1
1

Neighbor graph:

Not a complete graph

Dynamics:

2 simulations with u a sinusoid
2 simulations with u white noise

In both simulations agent 4 leaves the network at t = 5 and returns at t = 7



Simulations

In both simulations agent 4 leaves the network at t = 5 and returns at t = 7

u = sine wave

x1
(3)

x(3)



Simulations

In both simulations agent 4 leaves the network at t = 5 and returns at t = 7

u = sine wave



Simulations

In both simulations agent 4 leaves the network at t = 5 and returns at t = 7

u = white noise

x1
(3)

x(3)



Simulations

In both simulations agent 4 leaves the network at t = 5 and returns at t = 7

u = white noise



Concluding Remarks

Concerning para-contractions, it would be interesting to 

1.  derive necessary conditions  on neighbor graph sequences for convergence

2.  derive worst case bounds on convergence rate

3.  discover other types of maps which are paracontractions

Concerning hybrid estimators, it would be interesting to 

1.  study what happends if different agents have different clocks

2.  take into account transmission delays across the network

Concerning linear time invariant distributed observers it would be interesting to

1.  prove that they cannot be resilient



Thanks for  listening!

Go Boilermakers!
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